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Introduction

Brands and trademarks

You can‘t escape them …

To be honest,
I thought heavens gate would look a bit different
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Basics of trademark law
Obstacles for trademark registration
Trademark application
Trademark enforcement
Likelihood of confusion
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1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

Section 1

Economic impact of brands and trademarks
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1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

Intellectual Property Rights – the new “Capital” ?
Change of paradigms with regard to importance and definition

An Intellectual Property Right
represents a …

Prohibition Right

and at the same time an

Intangible Asset
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1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

Intellectual Property Rights
From legal factors to economic value

“

We expect that in 2010 about
60 % of the value of the world’s
top 2000 companies is
represented by intangible
assets.
Walter Mayer
Price-Waterhouse-Cooper (2004)
12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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“

1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

S&P 500 enterprises
Tangible versus intangible assets

Distribution of assets in the S&P 500 companies [%]

Today already more than 80 % of company values are represented by intangible assets
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1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

Importance of intangible assets
Apple is the world’s most valuable brand
In 2010 Coca Cola was the most valuable brand, but has not increased its value since then
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1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

Value of intangible assets
Results from a survey conducted with more than 500 companies in Germany
In the ranking trademarks are considered as valuable as patents and Know-How
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12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften

Customer relations

Patents

Trademarks

Know How
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1. Economic impact of brands and trademarks

Trademarks at DPMA
TOP trademark applicants in Germany in 2017: BMW, Merck and Daimler
About 24 % of trademark filings in 2017 refer to classes 35 and 41 (advertisement, education)
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Section 2

Basics of Trademark Law
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Trademarks

We‘ll start really simple …
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Trademarks within the IP system
Copyright, technical and non-technical rights
Exceptional position for trademarks compared to other rights
Copyright

Technical IP rights

Non-technical IP rights

PATENTS

UTILITY MODELS

TRADEMARKS

DESIGNS

Application

Not necessary;
copyright exists on
its own

Application
necessary

Application
necessary

Application
necessary

Application
necessary

Examination

None

Novelty, inventive
step and industrial
application must be
shown

Novelty, inventive
step and industrial
application must be
shown

No material
examination, but
application must
meet formal
standards

No material
examination, but
application must
meet formal
standards

Novelty requirement

None

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Term

Expires 70 years
after the death of
the original
copyright owner

20 years

10 years

None

5 years plus 4
extensions of 5 years
each

Annuity payment

None

Annual payment

Annual payment

Every 10 years

Annual payment

Sign

©

®

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
or “TM”
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

What is the sense of trademark protection ?
Providing information to the public

A trademark provides information to the
public about the origin of goods and services
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Differences between patents and trademarks
Technical and non-technical intellectual property rights

Patents
Are granted for technical inventions. To get the monopole,
the applicant must show novelty, inventive step and industrial
application of his invention.

Trademarks
become registered to allow the public to distinguish betwen the origin of goods and
services in the market. According to section 33 MarkenG the applicant is entitled to get the
requested sign registered, as long as the sign shows at least minimal distinctiveness and a
need to keep the sign open for the public does not exist.
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Exceptional position of trademarks
Extensive monopole with a lot of advantages
Advantages for filing a trademark application and some background


Claim for registration as long as the mark complies with formal regulations;



No material examination – likelihood of confusion is up to the competition;



Even a complete lack of distinctiveness can be overcome by market research;



Annuityies are moderate and payment falls due only every 10 years;



Basically unlimited term;



Requirement to use the sign is mandatory, but no proof necessary unless the mark is challenged (different in other countries like
China or the US);



Strong interest of the legislator to use trademarks as an instrument to regulate competition for protecting consumer interests;
benefit for the applicant is to some extent a by-product

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Trademarks may live forever
“PERSIL” eldest German TM still in force

 After WW2 Henkel lost TM rights


to “Persil” to Unilever Ltd
Conflicts came up when Unilever
started selling a detergent named
“Persil” that was produced in the
UK in Germany.

 Filed first in 1907
 Rejected for its allegedly


“descriptive character”
Registered in 1912 by proof of
market penetration
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Smart combinations of IP rights
Winnetou’s second death

After expiration of the copyrights on the
characters, the heirs of Karl May filed
various trademark applications
(„Winnetou“) to avoid that additional
movies are produced without their
approval.
It took ZDF 12 years to achieve final
revocation of the trademarks by BGH.
However at that time nobody was
interested anymore in a continuation of
the story.
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Trademarks
Some statistical numbers
German trademarks

Union trademarks

International registrations

800.000

940.000
634.000

 Filed

 Registered

 Rejected

 Cancelled
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

What can be subject of a trademark?
Basically everything but smells
words

sounds

word + picture

colors

slogans

logos

positions

moves

3D/designs

holograms
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Nice Classification
Grouping of goods and services
Class

Subject

Class

1

Chemicals

16

2

Detergents

3

Subject

Class

Subject

Paper

31

Forestry

17

Rubber

32

Beverages

Paints

18

Leather

33

Alcoholic beverages

4

Oils and fats

19

Construction agents

34

Tobacco products

5

Pharmaceutical products

20

Furniture

35

Advertisement

6

Metals

21

Household products

36

Finance and real estate

7

Machines and motors

22

Ropes

37

Construction

8

Tools

23

Yarns

38

Communication

9

Computers

24

Textiles

39

Transport

10

Medical technology

25

Clothes

40

Metal treatment

11

Light, heating, sanitary

26

Embroideries

41

Education

12

Cars

27

Carpets

42

Scientific services

13

Weapons

28

Games

43

Hostelry

14

Precious metals

29

Meat, fish, poultry

44

Medical services

15

Music instruments

30

Coffee and tea

45

Legal services
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Collision of marks
There can be more than one …
Can identical signs co-exist?



In 1979 SILIT launched a new frying pan with an innovative coating. Instead of calling them "Marlene" or "Anna," they came up
with the idea of using a more down-to-earth concept and named the product "EMMA."



Much to the chagrin of Alice Schwarzer, who immediately saw in the naming an attack on the distinctive character of their own TM
“EMMA” registered for press articles and journalistic services.



SILIT did not want to put up with this criticism, especially since they had already invested millions in advertising, and went to court
with a negative declaratory action - with success!



The principle applies that identical signs only create a likelihood of confusion, in case the goods and services are sufficiently similar,
so that consumers could be deceived about their origin.



The court found, however, that magazines and household products are so different that the public in the audience would see no
reason to see a new product from the Emma publishing house in the pan, Emma, and dismissed the lawsuit.

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Coexistence of trademarks
Guiding principles

Also identical signs can also coexist,
provided that the goods and services
entered are sufficiently different.

For the diversity of goods and services,
registration in different Nice classes is
indeed an important but not sufficient
indication.
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Union trademark registrations
EU trademarks are valid for all EU members
Basic principles


Responsible: European Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) located in Alicante, Spain



Upon registration Union trademarks achieve automatically validity for all EU countries



Upon enlargement of the EU, the Union trademark will automatically be extended to the new member state



All case law comes from the European Court (EC) and the European Court of Justice (ECJ)



Registration fee: 850 € (for 2 classes, each additional class 100 €)



Applicable law: Union Trademark Regulation 2015/2424/EU (since 01.10.2017)



National case law in Europe is harmonized by EU Directive



Standards are basically the same, but in practice the interpretation diverges between EUIPO and the national offices



Grounds for refusal are the same:
 Trademark capability: § 3 MarkenG = Art 4 UTR
 Absolute registration obstacles : § 8 MarkenG = Art 7 UTR

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Union trademark registrations
Situation after Brexit



Until expiration of transition period (31.12.2020)
probably no changes.



Most likely: after 31.12.2020 existing Union TMs
will no longer be enforceable in the UK.



Previous Union trademarks must now be
registered as national British trademarks and are
likely to lose their seniority.



As a result, younger British trademarks can
suddenly become relevant for opposition
proceedings.
12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

Actions against trademark registrations
Opposition and Cancellation request
Different tools are different during the opposition period and after its expiration – civil actions always possible

DPMA – German Trademark Law (MarkG)


Opposition proceedings (§ 42) within 3 months of publication, but only with regard to earlier rights of opponent



Costs: EUR 200



Cancellation proceedings (§§ 49-51) at any time but limited to lack of use, grounds for refusal, bad faith



Costs: EUR 300

EUIPO – Union Trademark Regulation (UTR)


Opposition proceedings (Article 41) within 3 months of publication, but only with regard to to earlier rights



Cool-off phase of 6 months, to be extended up to 36 months



Costs: EUR 350



Cancellation proceedings (Article 52) at any time but limited to lack of use, grounds for refusal, bad faith



Costs: EUR 700

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
Bundle of national trademarks under common administration
Basic principles
IR Marks
 Responsible: World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO) located in Geneva/CH
 Madrid Trademark Agreement (MMA)
Special Agreement under the Paris Convention (1891), signed by 55 states (neither US nor JP)
 Protocol to the Madrid Trademark Agreement (PMMA)
Additional agreement to the MMA, which has been signed by 95 states so far. This includes organizations such as the EU as well as
non-MMA states such as the USA and JP
Differences between MMA and PMMA
 The trademark application under MMA requires the existence of a registered national trademark;
 For the PMMA, a trademark registration is sufficient If the basic application is revoked within the 5-year protection period, this will
result in MMA losing the IR trademark; however, when registering for PMMA, it can be converted into a corresponding bundle of
national applications
 Language regime MMA: FR; with the PMMA, however, GB and FR
 The PMMA can also be used to designate the EU and non-MMA states (US, JP) However, the PMMA can only be chosen if at least
one non-MMA state is also named. When registering for PMMA, however, additional international fees will be charged in addition to
the international ones.
 Running time MMA: 20 a, PMMA only 1012
a. von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
MMA and PMMA countries (I)
Country

Code

MMA signing day

PMMA signing day

African Intellectual Prop. Organization

OAPI

05.03.2015

Albania

AL

04.10.1995

30.07.2003

Algeria

DZ

05.07.1972

31.10.2015

Antigua & Barbuda

AG

Armenia

AM

Australia

AU

Austria

AT

01.01.1909

13.04.1999

Azerbaijan

AZ

25.12.1995

15.04.2007

Bahrain

BH

Belarus

BY

25.12.1991

18.01.2002

Belgium

BE

15.07.1892

01.04.1998

Bhutan

BT

04.08.2000

04.08.2000

Bosnia Herzegovina

BA

01.03.1992

27.01.2009

Botswana

BW

Bulgaria

BG

Cambodia

CD

17.03.2000
25.12.1991

19.10.2000
11.07.2001

15.12.2005

05.12.2006

01.08.1985

02.10.2001
05.06.2015
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
MMA and PMMA countries (II)
Country

Code

MMA signing day
04.10.1989

PMMA signing day

China

CN

01.12.1995

Colombia

CO

Croatia

HR

Cuba

CU

06.12.1989

26.12.1995

Cyprus

CY

04.11.2003

04.11.2003

Czech Republic

CZ

01.01.1993

25.09.1996

Democratic PR of Korea

KP

10.06.1980

03.10.1996

Denmark

DK

Egypt

EG

Estonia

ET

18.11.1997

European Union

EU

01.10.2004

Finland

FI

01.04.1996

France

FR

Georgia

GE

Germany

DE

Ghana

GH

29.08.2012

13.02.1996
01.07.1952

15.07.1892

03.09.2009

07.11.1997
20.08.1998

01.12.1922

20.03.1996
16.09.2008
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
MMA and PMMA countries (III)
Country

Code

MMA signing day

PMMA signing day

Greece

GR

10.08.2000

Hungary

HU

Iceland

IS

15.04.1997

India

IN

08.07.2013

Iran

IR

Ireland

IE

01.09.2010

Israel

IL

01.09.2010

Italy

IT

Japan

JP

Kazakhstan

KZ

25.12.1991

08.12.2010

Kenya

KE

26.06.1998

26.06.1998

Kyrgyzstan

KG

25.12.1991

17.06.2004

Latvia

LV

01.01.1995

05.01.2000

Lesotho

LS

12.02.1999

12.02.1999

Liberia

LR

25.12.1995

11.12.2009

Greece

GR

01.01.1909

25.12.2003

15.10.1894

03.10.1997

25.12.2003

17.04.2000
14.03.2000

10.08.2000
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
MMA and PMMA countries (IV)
Country

Code

MMA signing day

PMMA signing day

Lithuania

LT

Luxembourg

LU

Madagascar

MG

18.04.2008

Mexico

MX

19.02.2013

Monaco

MC

29.04.1956

27.09.1996

Mongolia

MN

21.04.1985

16.06.2001

Montenegro

03.06.2006

03.06.2006

Morocco

30.07.2017

08.10.1999

Mozambique

07.10.1998

07.10.1998

Namibia

30.06.2004

30.06.2004

01.03.1893

01.04.1998

15.11.1997
01.09.1924

01.04.1998

Netherlands

NL

New Zealand

NZ

10.12.2012

Norway

NO

29.03.1996

Oman

OM

16.10.2007

Philippines

PH

25.07.2012

Poland

PL

18.03.1991

04.03.1997
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
MMA and PMMA countries (V)
Country

Code

MMA signing day

Portugal

PT

Republic of Korea

KR

Republic of Moldavia

MD

25.10.1991

01.12.1997

Romania

RO

06.10.1920

28.07.1998

Russian Federation

RU

01.07.1976

10.06.1997

Rwanda

RW

San Marino

SM

Sao Tomé and Principe

ST

Serbia

RS

27.04.1992

17.02.1998

Sierra Leone

SL

17.06.1997

28.12.1999

Singapore

SG

Slovakia

SI

01.01.1993

13.09.1997

Slovenia

SK

25.06.1991

12.03.1998

Spain

ES

15.06.1892

01.12.1995

Sudan

SD

16.05.1984

16.02.2010

Swaziland

SZ

14.10.1998

14.12.1998

31.10.1893

PMMA signing day
20.03.1997
10.04.2003

17.08.2013
25.09.1960

12.09.2007
08.12.2008

31.10.2000
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2. Basics of Trademark Law

International trademark registrations
MMA and PMMA countries (VI)
Country

Code

Sweden

SE

Switzerland

CH

Syrian Arab republic

SY

Tajikistan

TJ

25.12.1991

30.06.2011

The former Yugoslav Rep. of Macedonia

MK

08.09.1991

30.08.2002

Tunisia

TN

16.10.2013

Turkey

TR

01.01.1999

Turkmenistan

TM

28.09.1999

Ukraine

UA

United Kingdom

GB

01.01.1995

United States o America

US

02.11.2003

Uzbekistan

UZ

27.12.2006

Viet Nam

VN

Zambia

ZM

15.11.2001

Zimbabwe

ZW

11.03.2015

TOTAL

MMA signing day

PMMA signing day
01.12.1995

15.07.1892

01.05.1997
05.08.2004

25.12.1991

08.03.1949

55

29.12.2000

11.07.2006

95
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Chapter 3

Obstacles for TM registration
ip2
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Obstacles
How treating an examiner

“

In view of certain obstales from time to time
the shortes connection between two points
may be a curve.

“

Berthold Brecht
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Non-protectable signs
The criterions for exclusion pursuant § 3 MarkenG
§ 3 (I) MarkenG

§ 3 (II) MarkenG

§ 3 (III) MarkenG

The shape of the sign is determined
by the goods themselves

The shape of the sign results from the
technical need to achieve the desired
effect

The sign provides the goods only a
special value

Cheese in flower form




BMW spoiler

Rolex watch

These marks are excluded from trademark protection in order to prevent barriers to trade and technical progress.
The entry barrier is NOT to be overcome by market penetration; therefore one always tries to convert an objection pursuant § 3
MarkenG at least into an absolute ground for refusal pursuant § 8 MarkenG.
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Non-protectable signs
BGH: Variable Bildmarke (Variable figurative sign)

BGH I ZB 85/11 (6.2.2013)

Subject matter
The plaintiff was a manufacturer of cosmetic products and, with its appeal, appealed against the decision of the lower courts to enter a
"variable" color mark, which she tried to describe using three examples.
Guiding principles


The requirements for a sign according to Art. 2 MarkenG are not sufficient if the subject of an application could be extended to a
variety of different embodiments because it does not adequately determine the form and leaves the scope of protection at the
discretion of the applicant.



Thus, such a sign does not meet the requirements of Art. 3 MarkenG, which extends trademark protection to concrete, but not to
abstract manifestations.



Therefore, variable brands that claim protection for an abstractly indefinite number of different manifestations or general design
principles lack the distinctiveness required for enrollment.

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Absolute grounds for refusal
The criterions for exclusion pursuant § 8 MarkenG
§ 8 (I) MarkenG

§ 8 (II) MarkenG

§ 8 (III) MarkenG

The sign cannot be graphed

The sign lacks even minimal
distinctiveness (no information about
origin)

The sign is fully descriptive for the
claimed goods and services

Sonogram

BMW towers in Munich

Porsche Boxter



These marks are excluded from trademark protection because they either do not comply with the law or have no clear scope of
protection.



Unlike the objections under § 3 MarkenG, obstacles raised under § 8 MarkenG can be overcome by market penetration (example:
Porsche Boxer)
ip2
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Absolute grounds for refusal
Overview of the obstacles of § 8 (I, II) MarkenG

The sign is excluded from registration, since …




… a graphic reproduction is not possible
 … it does not own even minimal distinctiveness
 … is shows a fully descriptive character
 … it represents a geopgraphic origin information
 … it needs to be hold open for the public
… it feints the public about the origin of goods and services
 … it contravenes public order and moral
 … it contains national or international territory signs
 … it has become generic for the goods and services

ip2
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Lack of graphic reproduction
EuG: Duft einer reinen Erdbeere (Smell of a mature strawberry)

EuG T 305/04 (27.10.2006)

Subject matter
The trademark applicant had created scents of mature strawberries through the pedestrian zone of a city in order to attract buyers into his
perfumery and wanted to have trademark protection.
Guiding principles


A sign must be graphically reproducible to ensure that the public knows what is actually being protected.



Finally, the application failed because the scent can not be graphically displayed. The chemical composition was also considered
meaningless (presumably to avoid overlapping with patent law). Not even adding a strawberry to the application was found
sufficient. So far the only type of "special signs" that has been refused registration.



In the course of the new Union trademark regulation from 2017 the requirement of graphic reproduction has been waived. Currently,
german law includes this prevision, however, it is likely that the national law adapts the new European ruling.

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Lack of even minimal distinctiveness
BGH: Fußball WM 2006 (Soccer World Championship 2006)

BGH I ZB 90/05 (27.04.2006)

Subject matter
The German Soccer association (DFB) had tried to get the name "Football World Cup 2006" trademarked in order to differentiate the
goods and services of its sponsors from those belonging to non-sponsors.
Guiding principles


In the view of the Federal Court of Justice (BGH), however, this is a linguistic description of a specific sporting event that public always
associates with this event because of its general prominence and conceptual unambiguity.



It therefore lacks the ability to act as a means of distinguishing goods and services.



Even a conceptual categorization as "event marks" or "event marks" was found meaningless and in particular could not lead to lower
requirements in terms of protection requirements.

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Geographic origin information
EuG: Chiemsee

EuGH C108/97 (04.05.1999)

Subject matter
The applicant has been a well-known producer for children's clothes named “Chiemsee” and applied for protection of his brand for the
specific goods.
Guiding principles


Although the Court acknowledged the high profile, the sign was not considered registrable, since it represents a geographical
indication of origin and misleads consumers, since the products are not from the Chiemsee.



Contrary to these rules geographical indications of origin are then accessible to trade mark protection if the applicant is an association
and the sign is a so-called "collective mark" (e.g. § 97-99 MarkenG)



Other known examples of collective marks are:
 REGGIO PARMEGANO
 CHAMPAGNE
 CAMENBERT
 FETA

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Sign needs to be open for the public
BGH: Farbmarke gelb II (Color sign yellow II)

BGH I ZB 76/08 (19.11.2009)

Subject matter
The applicant has been a producer of citrus fruits and intended to monopolize a specific RAL color number for his products.
Guiding principles


Even such signs are excluded from trademark protection for which there is a public interest in keeping them free.



The term "public interest" can not be taken literally from the Trademark Act, but has established itself in Germany for decades.



The color "YELLOW" is in no case to protect for goods such as citrus fruits because of the public need for free space. The situation is
different when the goods and services are those that are not necessarily associated with the color yellow. Here is a brand protection
by way of secondary meaning possible, for example in case of “YELLOW STROM”.

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Sign contravenes public order or moral standards
BGH: Ready-to-fuck

BGH I ZB 89/11 (02.10.2012)

Subject matter
The applicant intended to register a figurative/non-figurative sign with its word-part “Ready-to-fuck” for paper articles and clothes.
Guiding principles


For the purposes of assessing whether a trade mark infringes good manners within the meaning of Section 8 (2) (5) of the MarkenG, it
is not only the view of the public to whom the goods and services claim the mark is directed that matters, but also to the perception
of the parts of the audience, who encounter the sign in everyday life.



The standard for the assessment of the offense violation is a normally tolerant and, on average, sensitive view of the relevant public.



Notwithstanding these facts, the Court concluded that “Ready-to-fuck” is not in line with average moral standards.



The same was e.g. concluded for using the logo of the former STASI organisation for clothes.
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Sign was filed in bad faith
BGH: Goldhasen (Golden bunnies)

BGH I ZR 72/12 (28.03.2013)

Subject matter
Lindt has been producing gold bunnies especially for Easter since the 1950s and has been offering them in Austria since 1994. In 2000
Lindt registered a corresponding 3D mark. After the sign was introduced, Lindt began to take action against manufacturers who, to the
best of their knowledge, produce goods that were so similar to the bunnies protected by this brand that they could be confused with it.
In the dispute with the company Hauswirth it must be noted, that Lindt took 4 years before they stopped the sale of foreign gold hares by
preliminary injunction, just before Easter. They argued that the defendant had sold so few bunnies that the plaintiff recognized this only
with some years delay.
The defendant argued, however, that they had been selling her golden bunnies unchanged since 1962 in Austria and that the assertion of
the mark was immoral, since the plaintiff simply intends to force competition out of the market.
Guiding principles


Excluded from registration are signs registered solely for the purpose of blocking the competition ("bad faith").



The court found that Lindt mus have recognized the Hauswirth bunnies much ealier, since it is most likely that the company carefully
monitors the market. They concluded that the sign has been filed only to obstruct the competition. Therefore, the action was finally
dismissed.
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Absolute grounds for refusals
Restrictive case ruling of EUIPO and EuG with respect to any descriptive character of a sign
Sign

Goods & Services

Recognition of the public

FORTIFY

Computer software

Protect computer against attacks

FLEX

Hearing aids

Promotion of physical well-being through flexible
adaptation

STREET

Motor vehicles

Intended for use on streets

HALLOUMI

Cheese specialty

Describes the good (also in Greek language)

TURBODRILL

Tools

High performance

VENT ROLL

Construction aids

Air-permeable components in roll form

GREENWORLD

Fuels

Environmental-friendly materials

GREASECUTTER

Detergents

Cuts fats

GENTLECARE

Vacuum cleaners (hoovers)

Careful treatment

DUALSAW

Devices for agriculture

Cuts both sides

PERFECTROAST

Kitchen aids

High performance roasting

TRILOBULAR

Screws

Triangular
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Dilution of trademarks
Not ruled in trademark law
Sign has become too generic for the goods to provide protection
FÖN
(Elektrolux)

TEMPO
(Procter & Gamble)

Next candidates ?




A famous brand always runs the risk of becoming generic for the relevant goods and services and thus losing its brand protection.



Companies like Coca Cola ("a coke please") or Google ("just google") spend a lot of time and money to prove that their brands just
have not become generic.

For many decades, the sign "TEMPO" has got the generic meaning for paper handkerchiefs. Thus, this sign is no longer enforceable
for relevant goods today; but that has nothing to do with the concrete blue and white presentation.
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Market penetration
How to overcome an absolute ground for refusal
Sign has become too generic for the goods to provide protection
LOTTO

BOOT

Kinder



It is possible to overcome absolute grounds for refusal by proving that the sign has a sufficient market penetration and recognized
by the relevant public.



The minimum limit is - based on the relevant public! - at 50% (boat) up to 100% (LOTTO), depending on the degree of descriptive
character.



Evidence of secondary meaning is usually provided by relevant market research companies (“Do you understand this sign as an
information of origin?”).



Market penetration needs to be shown with regard to the relevant public and for the entire territory of the mark, not just for a
specific region (difficult for Union TMs).



Only neutral information whether the sign is understood as an indication of origin is taken into account. No need to name the
concrete manufacturer, however, assignments to a wrong manufacturer or provider must be deducted from the scores!
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3. Obstacles for TM registration

Secondary meaning
Enforcement of non-registered signs
Very limited (territorial) protection
Market penetration



Proof that a sign is in fact understood by the relevant public as a proof of origin for the goods and services claimed, even though
the registration precludes the absolute obstacles of § 8 MarkenG. Evidence is provided by a market survey, with a limit of at least
50% and, under certain circumstances, up to 100%.

Secondary meaning



Enforcement of an unregistered trademark due to its importance and prominence in the market. The conditions are not very
regulated, so that signs with local significance can be enforced. However, the scope of protection is also very limited.
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3. Markenanmeldungen

Section 4

Trademark applications
ip2
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4. Trademark applications

Applying for a trademark
Example: Porsche Boxter

BGH I ZB 24/05 (21.01.2008)

Subject matter
It had to be clarified whether the silhouette of the Porsche Boxster can be registered under trademark law as an indication of origin.
Key questions


§ 3 MarkenG: Does the sign refer to a basic form that represents the necessary result of a technical requirement? Since there are very
different sports car types, this question can be denied.



§ 8 I MarkenG: Can the sign be displayed graphically? Given by the drawings.



§ 8 II 1 MarkenG: Does the public recognize in the sign an indication of origin? Was denied by BPatG; Porsche was able to prove
market penetration.



§ II 2 MarkenG: Is the sign a form that must be kept free for the public? No problem, because it is only a special form of a sports car.
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4. Trademark applications

Word (non-figurative) signs
Example: Nivea Visage

VISAGE

BGH I ZB 33/04 (14.0.2005)

Subject matter
It had to be clarified whether the non-figurative sign “VISAGE” can be registered under trademark law for cosmetics in class 03.
Guidelines of the decision


The sign "VISAGE" was considered by the BGH to be clearly descriptive of the goods "cosmetics". It was assumed that the French term
visage for skin has long been established in the German language (§ 8 II 2 MarkenG).



The changes in the graphic presentation (word in blue box) were considered too small to be distinctive in this way.



Sufficient market penetration was shown only for the combined characters "NIVEA" + "VISAGE", but not for "VISAGE" alone.
Moreover, the investigation was limited to female consumers, while the product group concerned "cosmetics", including male
consumers.



Finally, the Board rejected the application.
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4. Trademark applications

Letters and Numbers
Example: Letter K, Number 1

BGH I ZB 4/98 (15.06.2000) - BGH I ZB 23/99 (18.04.2002)

Letter K
 Letter "K" for hardware: This has been rejected by BPatG in the first instance on the grounds that just for letters there is a specific need
to be kept open for the public that requires a higher burden to the distinctive character, which was not met by the sign.
 The BGH has contradicted the decision. They confirmed that also letters are available for TM protection, since are not disclaimed by
law, and consequently the same rules with regard to distinctiveness apply as for other signs. The case was remitted with the condition
that the letter for the claimed goods might be considered by the public as a general abbreviation for a particular good or service as an
indication of origin.
Number 1



Number "1" for tobacco products: The application was rejected by BPatG in the first instance on the same grounds as for letters
(specific need for the public, higher burden with regard to distinctiveness).



This decision was also taken by the Federal Court of Justice (BGH) and the Board concluded that there was no evidence for a specific
need to keep the sign open for the public in relation to the claimed goods.



A likelihood of confusion with existing marks like R1 or R6 was denied. The Board further concluded that the mark shows a very
narrow scope of protection, allowing similar marks for other goods to coexist.
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4. Trademark applications

Figurative signs
Example: BMW logo

BGH I ZR 153/14 (12.03.2015)

Subject matter
It was to be examined whether the use of the blue/white BMW logo on hubcaps, which a manufacturer of spare parts for BMW vehicles
uses, intervened in BMW's rights to the black and white figurative mark.
Guidelines of the decision


A black and white mark is not identical to the same mark in color unless the color differences are not insignificant.



The extension of the protection from black and white to colored had not been requested by or granted for the applicant.



Even if the case law has so far seen so, there is no common law on which one can invoke. With changed legal assessments one must
always expect, because the change of the scope of protection is simple right; the protection is not canceled (because that would be a
change at the heart of the matter and then an encroachment on the fundamental right to property under § 14 GG).



The decision is also important for the rightful use of a brand!



This decision applies analogously to the written form of word marks (fonds). In the case of word marks, however, a different colored
design does not result from the identity.
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4. Trademark applications

Personalized figurative signs
Example: Marlene Dietrich

BGH I ZB 62/09 (31.03.2010)

Subject matter
It was intended to use a portrait photo of Marlene Dietrich as a trademark for various goods.
Guidelines of the decision


Basically, images and photos of living or deceased personalities are accessible to trademark protection.



In the present case, however, the mark was considered to be fully descriptive for goods such as "TV productions" and the like and
therefore rejected.



However, BPatG considered the figurative mark 'MARLENE DIETRICH' to be distinctive for goods such as textiles and allowed
registration..



In the meantime, the BGH has objected to this on the grounds that in principle public would not regard such kind of signs as an
indication of origin, but as a decorative element.
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4. Trademark applications

Shapes as figurative signs
EuG: FC Barcelona

EuG T 615/14 (10.12.2015)

Subject matter
FC Barcelona tried to get trademark protection for a sign which merely reproduced the shape of the club’s logo for paper goods, clothing
and sports activities; the registration was denied by EUIPO. The case finally landed at the ECJ for a decision.
Guiding principles of the decision


The ECJ confirmed the outcome of the lower court, according to which none of the characteristics of the mark in question represent
an element that could attract the attention of consumers.



The Court concluded that the sign most likely would be perceived as a simple geometric shape, which has no origin function. Further
on, the Court pointed out that such kind of shapes or silhouettes are often used for purely decorative purposes without any brand
function.



Finally, the applicant was not able to proof market penetration.
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4. Trademark applications

Slogans
Example: Long sequences of words

BGH I ZB 35/09 (01.07.2010)
Subject matter
It was intended getting protection for the following slogen related among other things for coffee, tea and for the design and development
of computer hardware:
The vision: UNIQUE COMMITMENT IN TRUFFLE PRALINES –
The sense: Everyone knows WHAT to do when and what NOT to do –
The Benefit: Everyone is doing the right thing at the right time
Guidelines of the decision



The DPMA rejected the application for lack of distinctive character. The complaint was unsuccessful. The admitted appeal also failed.



The BGH upheld the lower courts' view that the public does not recognize the sign as an indication of commercial origin of the goods
and services in question because of the length of the word sequence. The sign is lacking in brevity, originality and conciseness, and
thus in important indications that could speak for a distinctive character.



This is not affected by the fact that the three slogans contained in the mark applied for do not describe the claimed goods and
services or constitute a common word sequence, which is always understood as such and not as a means for indicating the origin of
goods and services.
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4. Trademark applications

Slogans
EuG: Get nails at home

EuG T 140-14 (04.06.2015)

Subject matter
The applicant had applied to EUIPO for the registration of the slogan "GET NAILS AT HOME" for cosmetics and nail clippers
Guiding principles of the decision


The word combination is immediately understandable to all citizens in the UK and Ireland, but also to most people in other European
countries, as the English terms are very common and do not require language skills.



The first pair of terms stands for gel nails, the second is common for "in your own home, at home". The word combination can
therefore generally be understood by the relevant public as “prepare your nails at home". The contested goods are related to nail care
and include i.e. the application of gel nails.



The application was rejected.
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4. Trademark applications

3D signs
Example: Cheese in flower form

BGH I ZB 46/06 (03.04.2008)
Subject matter
Contrary to the BPatG, the BGH decided that a cheese in flower form can not be denied a minimum of distinctiveness.
Guidelines of the decision


However, the Court also came to the conclusion that the 3D mark is a direct result of the requirement to be able to portion the cheese
easily (violation of § 3 MarkenG).



The shading on the back of the mark was also considered to be the result of the technical design of the corresponding shape, which is
why it could not justify the existence of a protective capacity.



The trademark was rejected.
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4. Trademark applications

3D signs
Example: Bounty

BGH I ZR 23/14 (21.10.2015)
Subject matter
At a confectionery fair, a coconut bar in chocolate wrapper (without packaging) was presented, which was very similar in form to the
Bounty bar. However, since the Bounty bar had been registered as a 3D mark by market penetration only, the question arose as to whether
the public could regard the disputed product as an indication of origin.
Guidelines of the decision


If there is a high degree of similarity between a three-dimensional trademark applied by market penetration and the disputed form
used for identical goods, it can generally be assumed that the traffic perceives not only the form of the trademark, but also the
infringement of the origin.



It does not matter that the attacked shape (as well as the suit mark) is present in a package. A different packaging may lead out of
misleading (competition law), but not from the use as trademark. Otherwise it would be enough to put a print on the packaging
"does not contain the original".
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4. Trademark applications

Color signs
EuG: Libertel

EuGH, C104/01 (06.05.2003)

Subject matter
 In its landmark decision, the ECJ ruled on the case of the Dutch telecommunications company Libertel Group against the rejection by
the Benelux Trade Mark Office of its registration for the colorless orange color mark. This was preceded by a request from the Dutch
Hoge Raads for a preliminary ruling.
 The registration of color marks is made possible by the fact that the ECJ confirmed that color marks can be defined by means of color
patterns und also does not see grounds for refusal in the "abstractness" – i.e. the lack of color contours. Nevertheless, various
conditions must be met for registration. The sign requires to be:


clear



explicit



comprehensive



permanent and



objective

 Thus, for the entry of an abstract color mark, it is sufficient to submit a color pattern including objective specification of the applied
color (e.g., Pantone or RAL designation) associated with a verbal description, e.g. "The registered mark includes the color ... as a
contourless, abstract color mark".
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4. Trademark applications

Color signs
Example: Magenta

BPatG 29 W (pat) 19/05 (05.05.2009)
Subject matter
It had to be clarified whether the color "magenta" could be registered as a brand trademark for German Telekom.
Guidelines of the decision


Colors are generally considered non-distinctive because they are usually considered a decorative element rather than an indication of
origin.



The contourless color mark "MAGENTA" therefore did not have any distinctive character in the opinion of the BGH. Brand protection
can only be achieved for color brands by proving the market penetration. Applicant was able to provide the necessary evidences that
more than 60 % of the relevant public brought the color into connection with German Telekom.
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4. Trademark applications

Color signs
Example: Nivea Blue

BGH I ZB 65/13 (09.07.2015)
Subject matter
It had to be examined whether Beiersdorf could achieve trademark protection for the color blue for personal care products.
Guidelines of the decision


When examining market penetration, it should be borne in mind that the reputation of these color-coded products does not
necessarily mean that the product presentation is equally understood as an indication of origin.



If, however, a market survey results in a degree of enforcement of more than 50%, it can be concluded that the color is being used as a
trademark.



Proof of the market penetration of a trade mark whose registration is sought for a generic term for goods and services encompassing
a large number of different product areas and uses of different product areas requires a sufficient degree of enforcement for the
individual sub-categories of goods and services, which comprises the generic term.



It is a methodological defect if the color cards have a different color (here: white) border, which could give the respondents an
additional indication of origin.



The trademark was rejected in the first instance and allowed after BDF provided an updated market survey.
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4. Trademark applications

Color signs
… with increasing importance
Telecommunication

Telecommunication

Automotive

Publishing

Cosmetics

Fuels

Publishing

Finance

Chocolates

Finance
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4. Trademark applications

Acoustic signs
Example: Roar of the lion

OHIM R781/1999-4 (25.08.2003)
Subject matter
The subject of this decision was an application for a acoustic sequence, known as the 'Roar of a Lion', which has been used by MGM as a
intro for their film productions since 1928. The graphic representation of the sound mark was provided with the aid of an - unscaled sonogram.
Guidelines of the decision


The 4th Board of Appeal of the OHIM ruled that sounds – different from melodies belonging to the area of copyright - are, in
principle, registrable as Community trademarks.



As a clear graphical presentation of the mark in the sense of Art 4 GMV a three-dimensional mapping of the sound sequence by a
complete sonogram was regarded sufficient.



However, since the submitted chart lacked any scaling, the complaint against the refusal of the application was unsuccessful for lack
of sufficient graphical presentation.



MGM failed presenting a new application with sacaled sonogram, which most likely would have been accepted.
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4. Trademark applications

Haptic signs
Example: Motor vehicle seat frame device

BGH I ZB 73/05 (05.10.2006)
Subject matter
The subject of the application was the design of a motor vehicle seat frame device, in which the sensory impression was primarily
mediated by a specific haptic impression. It was argued that a consumer would understand this specific impression as an indication of
origin (even “blind”) regardless of the nature of the related device.
Guidelines of the decision


DPMA rejected the application for lack of graphical presentation. It ruled, touch impressions cannot be recognized optically, especially
since the submitted representation only gave information about the visual form. Furthermore, there would be no clear linguistic
connotations for impressions of, especially as the impressions from person to person would be different.



However, BGH held that tactile markers can very well be represented graphically if the perceptual process triggering perception is
described objectively with sufficient accuracy and determination. Also, it does not depend on a sensation that is the same for all
persons; this question arises later in the distinctive character.



The trademark application, however, was rejected for other formal reasons.
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4. Trademark applications

Holographic signs
Example: Eau de Toilette

BGH I ZB 73/05 (05.10.2006)
Subject matter
A hologram should be registered with the expected use of the mark on the packaging of Eau de Toilette as a "contours-undefined
hologram with old rose-colored, metallically glossy base color". Furthermore, the stripes appearing in the light incident in the
corresponding spectral colors were shown and their distances and their width at an arrangement of the spectral colors appearing at five
different viewing angles of the observer in sunny weather.
Guidelines of the decision


The BPatG confirmed the rejection on the grounds that, depending on the type of the light source, the angle of incidence of the light
and the viewing angle on said base area, the contours-unspecified areal hologram results in continuously changing parameters and
gives the impression of a moving abstract image.



Due to the fact that the basic color indicated by an internationally recognized color code, but not the additional, differently appearing
colors, is altogether lacking in the graphic representability of the mark, since the special color code would already be present after the
character has been scanned into the electronic register. and movement effects that make the essence of the brand, no longer
recognize.



The Senate emphasized that holograms are fundamentally very well registrable. This is also shown by the practice at OHIM, which has
registered a number of hologram
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4. Trademark applications

Position signs
EuG: Louboutin

EuGH, C163/16 (12.06.2018)

Subject matter

 At the beginning of June 2012 fashion designer Christian Louboutin suffered a defeat in court proceedings over his trademark "high
heels with red soles". He had slandered the Spanish fashion chain Zara because its design was too similar to his Yo Yo model.

 The highest French court, the Cour de Cassation, ruled in favor of the defendant: Zara may continue to offer women's shoes with red
soles in France (see www.lemonde.fr from 12.06.2012). The color mark of Louboutin is not sufficiently determinable. Louboutin had
not specified a RAL or Pantone reference.

 Even against the fashion house Yves Saint Laurent Louboutin could not defend the red soles. A New York court found that a color has a
predominantly aesthetic function in fashion and should therefore not be reserved for a designer by a trademark (see DailyMail Online,
11.06.2012). The dispute with YSL is still ongoing.

 Meanwhile, the BGH has approved the registration of the "red tread on women's shoes" position, but with the restriction that this does
not apply to shoes that are red overall.

 In another infringement case against Dutch shoe producer Van Haaren ECJ confirmed the trademark registration of Louboutin too and
rejected the claim for cancellation.
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4. Trademark applications

Event signs
Example: Deutschland 2006

BGH I ZR 173/07 (12.11.2009)
Subject matter
An event brand is the registration of the name of a major event as a trademark, which is usually requested by the organizer. This is done
with the intention to allow the use of the event brand companies by means of a comprehensive marketing concept by way of licensing.
For example, FIFA had registered the IR brand "SOUTH AFRICA 2010" and the EU brand "GERMANY 2006".
Guidelines of the decision


Ferrero publishes collecting pictures, which they attach to their products. Ferrero owns various marks, which are also related to the
World Cup. In addition, they applied also for word marks "South Africa 2010", "Germany 2006" and "World Cup 2010" with the
German Patent and Trademark Office. In it, FIFA saw a violation of their trademark rights and complained.



In 2005 the Hamburg City Court decided that FIFA is entitled to forbid the Ferrero company from using the mark "Deutschland 2006"
on its products.



However, BGH granted Ferrero's request for cancellation. The term "World Cup 2006" lacks any distinctive character. The term is an
indication of a specific event, not a specific manufacturer of a good or service. The term is understood by traffic as a descriptive
indication of the event itself. In addition, FIFA could not prove market penetration.
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4. Trademark applications

Claims
The criterions for exclusion pursuant § 3 MarkenG
Champagne

Parmigiano Reggiano

Feta

 "Collective marks may be any of the protectable marks within the meaning of § 3 MarkenG which are capable of rendering the goods
or services of the members of the collective mark proprietor other than their business or geographical origin, type, quality or other
distinguishing properties.”´(§ 97-99 MarkenG).

 Holders of registered or registered collective marks can only be associations with legal capacity, including the legally competent
umbrella organizations and umbrella organizations whose members are themselves associations. These associations are equal to
legal persons under public law.

 Contrary to § 8 (II) 2, collective marks may consist exclusively of signs or indications which may serve in trade to designate the
geographical origin of the goods or services.
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4. Trademark applications

Prominent signs
Example: “Lila” post card

BGH I ZR 173/07 (12.11.2009)
Subject matter
The subject of the dispute was the distribution of a postcard with the imprint (translation) “Over all the treetops is silence, somewhere a
cow is bleating. Muh! Rainer Maria Milka". The text was on a postcard with a purple base color. Krafft Foods as owner of the purple color
brand for chocolate products saw it as violating their rights.
Guidelines of the decision


In the absence of product identity or similarity, only a claim from the point of view of a well-known trademark accrued in this case. §
14 II No. 3, V MarkenG into consideration, whereby the reference to the plaintiff because of the fictitious poet statement "Rainer
Maria Milka" was obvious.



The BGH left no doubt about the reputation of the suit marks, i.e. the abstract color mark as well as the word mark "Milka". However,
the plaintiff's injunctive relief failed because of the missing characteristic of unfairness.



In contrary, the defendant was entitled to claim the fundamental right of freedom of art under Art. 5 III GG, which outweighed the
property guarantee in Art. 14 I GG. In particular, there was no reduction or defamation of the applicant's trade marks, as was the
subject of previous case-law of the highest case.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Section 5

Trademark enforcement
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5. Trademark enforcement

Obligation to use a trademark
Love it or leave it !

“

What is the use of sight
when use is not
allowed?

“

Latin saying
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5. Trademark enforcement

Exclusive rights of the trademark owner
Unauthorized use of identical or similar signs
The provisions of Section 14 MarkenG
Any third party shall be prohibited, without the consent of the proprietor of the trade mark in the course of trade, from
1. using a sign which is identical to the trade mark for goods or services which are identical to those for which it enjoys protection,
2. using a sign if the likelihood of confusion exists for the public because of the identity or similarity of the sign to the trade mark and
the identity or similarity of the goods or services covered by the trade mark and the sign, including the likelihood of association with
the trade mark, or
3. using a sign identical with or similar to the trade mark for goods or services which are not similar to those for which the trade mark
enjoys protection if the trade mark is a trade mark which has a reputation in this country and the use of the sign without due cause
takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the trade mark which has a reputation.
If the prerequisites of subs. 2 are met, it shall in particular be prohibited
1. to affix the sign to goods or their wrappings or packaging,
2. to offer goods under the sign, to put them on the market, or to stock them for the above purposes,
3. to offer or provide services under the sign,
4. to import or export goods under the sign,
5. to use the sign in business papers or in advertising.
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5. Trademark enforcement

A claim does not exist forever
Lapse, forfeiting and exhaustion of rights
The provisions of Sections 20, 21 and 24 MarkenG
Lapse of rights
The provisions of Chapter 5 of Book 1 of the Civil Code shall apply mutatis mutandis to the lapse of the rights designated in sections 14
to 19c. Section 852 of the Civil Code shall apply mutatis mutandis if the liable party has acquired something by virtue of the infringement
at the expense of the authorized party (which means that after a period of 3 years all claims lapse).
Forfeiting of rights
The proprietor of a trade mark or of a commercial designation shall not be entitled to prohibit the use of a registered trade mark with
younger seniority for the goods or services for which it has been registered insofar as he/she has acquiesced, for a period of five
successive years, in the use of the trade mark while being aware of such use, unless the registration for the trade mark with younger
seniority was applied for in bad faith.
Exhaustion of rights
The proprietor of a trade mark or of a commercial designation shall not be entitled to prohibit a third party from using the trade mark or
the commercial designation for goods which have been put on the market under this trade mark or this commercial designation by
him/her or with his/her consent in this country, in one of the other Member States of the European Union or in another Contracting
Party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Forfeiting of rights
Example: Hard Rock Cafe

BGH I ZR 188/11 (15.08.2013)
Subject matter
The defendant ran in Heidelberg an informal Hard Rock Café, in which she uses the logo of the HRC and distributed corresponding
merchandise goods. She had so far successfully pleaded that she had already operated the HRC in Heidelberg under this name before HRC
opened the first café in Germany (Berlin) and also registered trademark protection in Germany. HRC filed a lawsuit 14 years ago, but
withdrew it. Now, after 14 years, HRC tried again enforcing their trademark rights.
Guidelines of the decision


The BGH came to the conclusion that the claims against the use of the logo are forfeit because the defendant had the confidence that
the use was allowed after 14 years.



However, this would not be the case for the sale of the merchandise goods, as each individual sale constitutes a trademark
infringement and therefore constitutes its own injunctive claim with its own period of grace.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Obligation to use
After a grace period of 5 years a TM must be used
The provisions of Sections 25 and 26 MarkenG
Exclusion of rights


The proprietor of a registered trade mark may not assert rights vis-à-vis third parties within the meaning of sections 14 and 18 to 19c
if the trade mark has not been used in accordance with section 26 within the last five years prior to the assertion of the right for the
goods or services which he/she invokes to establish his/her right, insofar as the trade mark has been registered for at least five years
at this time.



If rights within the meaning of sections 14 and 18 to 19c are asserted for an infringement of a registered trade mark by means of an
action, the plaintiff must demonstrate in response to an objection by the defendant that the trade mark has been used in
accordance with section 26 within the last five years prior to the lodging of the action for the goods or services he/she invokes in
order to establish his/her right, insofar as the trade mark has been registered for at least five years at this time.

Use of the trademark (main rulings)


Where the assertion of rights from a registered trade mark or the upholding of the registration depends on the trade mark having
being used, it must have been seriously used in this country by its proprietor for the goods or services in respect of which it is
registered unless there are legitimate grounds for non-use.



The use of the trade mark with the consent of the proprietor shall be deemed as use by the proprietor.



The use of the trade mark in a shape which deviates from the registration shall also be deemed to constitute use of a registered
trade mark insofar as the deviations do not change the distinctive character of the trade mark.

12 von 33 Provinzen haben zum Bundesrecht auch noch eigene IP-Vorschriften
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5. Trademark enforcement

Statement of use
In the US everything is different … in Canada as well

Lanham Trademark Act 1946 (15 USC 1051)
Unlike in Germany or Europe, the legal validity of a trade mark in both the United
States and Canada is conditional on the submission of affidavits and proof that the
trade mark is used in the notified form for all goods and services applied for.
If this proof can not be provided, the trademark application, as well as the issued
trademark, will be deleted by the office!
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5. Trademark enforcement

Obligation to use
Using a trademark in a correct way

To remain TM rights reserved it requires:
• use within 5 years after registration
• commercial use in the market
• in form as registered, and
• for all registered goods and services
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5. Trademark enforcement

Commercial use
Example: Orion

BGH I ZR 156/10 (25.04.2012)
Subject matter
It had to be judged whether the trademark ORION had been used in a commercial way, since the use was based on a single supply
contract and the goods had been delivered abroad.
Guidelines of the decision


The BGH concluded that, having regard to all the circumstances of the case, a single supply contract with an individual customer may
be sufficient for a genuine use of the trade mark if the contract has a substantial scope according to the circumstances of the trade
mark proprietor.



If foreign goods destined for a German consignee and delivered to a German warehouse are delivered on the instructions of a German
consignee, it is not contrary to lawful use of the trademark in Germany that the consignee does not place the merchandise in
Germany, but deliver the goods to other states, so that they are sold there exclusively to end consumers.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Use for all goods and services
Example: OTTO

BGH I ZR 293/02 (21.07.2005)
Subject matter
The brand OTTO is registered for a large number of goods, including shoes and textiles. In a trademark infringement case, it had to be
clarified whether the mark had at least been used for the footwear category in the last 5 years. The trademark owner argued that in her
mail-order catalogs every year a wide variety of goods, including, of course, shoes are offered, a use is therefore given in any case.
Guidelines of the decision

 The BGH saw this in last instance differently: in the catalog, the goods would be labeled with the names of the respective
manufacturers, but the mark OTTO would not be used for the respective sold goods, but only as a trademark. There is a lack of
concrete goods which OTTO itself distributes under this sign.

 The trademark was therefore considered by the Federal Court of Justice to be scheduled for cancellation.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Use in registered form
Example: Vin Castell

BGH I ZR 112/10 (31.05.2012)
Subject matter
In the course of an action concerning likelihood of confusion it had to be determined whether the VIN CASTELL trade mark has been used
in a manner consistent with the registration.
Guidelines of the decision


According to settled case-law, the distinctive character of a sign remains unchanged if the public, even if the differences are perceived,
is the same as the general impression according to the registered trade mark, so that the public recognizes the same brand.



In contrast to the lower court, the BGH did not consider this to be the case in the present case. The complete word element of the
mark is reduced to a buzzword and additional differences in the image components would give the impression that it is a different
sign.



Moreover, the word constituent CASTEL has little distinctiveness, as many wineries have this term in the sign.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Use in registered form
Example: Zappa

OLG Düsseldorf I 20 U 48/09 (15.06.2010)
Subject matter
The applicant was the owner of the word mark ZAPPA and a figurative mark with the contours of the Zappa beard. It operated the domain
www.zappa.com and distributed music under the company Zappa Records. Their complaint was directed against the organizers of the
music festival Zappanale.
Guidelines of the decision


Both the LG and the Higher Regional Court Dusseldorf dismissed the action on the grounds that neither the domain nor the name of
the record company was suitable to establish a commercial use of the sign.



In the case of the domain, it should be assumed that the description is purely descriptive and that the public does not understand it
as an indication of origin.



In the name Zappa Records the brand is not used in the registered form, so that there is no use that reserves the rights.
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5. Trademark enforcement

Use in registered form
Example: Duff Bier

BGH I ZR 135/11 (05.12.2012)
Subject matter
Since 1999, "Duff BEER" - known from the series "The Simpsons" – is a registered word / figurative mark in Germany. The owner of this
brand distributed bottles of beer between 2004 and July 2009. Although the label of these bottles contained the name 'Duff Beer', the
design (2) was different from the registered trade mark (1).
Since 2009, two companies have been fighting against this brand: The owner of a similar brand (3) and a film company, which derived
rights from the television series "The Simpsons". The key question was whether by using mark (2) the original mark (1) had been used in a
commercial way.
Guidelines of the decision



Basically – so BGH - a trademark can be used as a legal right even if the use is not identical to the registered trade mark. The decisive
factor is that the deviations do not change the "distinctive character" of the brand. The assessment is based only on the
understanding of the normally informed and reasonably attentive and reasonable adult average consumer.



However, special knowledge that is available only for smaller parts of the traffic must not be considered. Since the difference were
found too broad, the cancellation of the TM was considered admissible.
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5. Trademark enforcement

For all fans of Homer now feeling disappointed
Alcohol is not only the reason, but also the solution for all every-day problems
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Section 6

Likelihood of confusion
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Likelihood of confusion
Three dimensions of examination
The result from all three parameters are needed to judge on likelihood of confusion
§ 14 II MarkenG

Third parties are not allowed to use characters which are either identical or can be confused with already protected characters in the
course of business without the consent of the trademark owner.

Similarity of goods

Example:
Chemicals and cosmetics
(Classes 01 and 03):
Customers for raw materials and for
Consumer goods in a perfumery or
supermarket usually do not meet.
Therefore, goods of these classes are
Regarded to be different.

Similarity of signs

Example:
“BMW” versus “BND”:

Destinctiveness of the elder sign

Arguments for strengthening or
weakening distinctiveness of an elder
Sign:

In German both abbreviations sound
almost identical, but not in English.

Example:

Examination takes place in view of
three dimensions of similarity:

INTEL is a famous brand for computer
Chips and therefore can claim a high
level distinctiveness.
High distrinctiveness can compensate
lower levels of similarity in goods or
signs.

Phonetic
Graphic
semantic

INTEL versus INTRA:
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Likelihood of confusion
How similarity of goods, similarity of signs and distinctiveness interact
A lower level of one parameter can be compensated by higher level of another parameter

unlikely

possible

sure

Likelihood of Confusion increases

0

100

Similarity of signs
0-100 Points

200

Similarity of goods
0-100 Points

300 Points

Distinctiveness
0-100 Points
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Non-Figurative signs
KINDER vs. KINDERKRAM

BGH I ZR 257/00 (28.08.2003)
Subject matter
To compare were an older word-figurative mark (“Kinder”), which has been registered because of its descriptive character only after proof
of market penetration for chocolate.
The younger mark included goods as e.g. confectionery products.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Poor

30

Average

50

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

Poor

30

Likelihood of confusion

Poor

110

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)
Similarity of goods
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Non-Figurative signs
KELLOGG‘S vs. KELLY

BGH I ZR 90/01 (28.08.2003)
Subject matter
To compare were the famous word mark "KELLOGG'S" and the younger word mark "KELLY", which are registered both for cereal products.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Poor

30

Identical

100

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Likelihood of confusion

High

210

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)
Similarity of goods
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Non-Figurative signs
AUGSBURGER PUPPENKISTE vs. LEIPZIGER PUPPENKISTEN

BGH I ZR 200/06 (18.12.2008)
Subject matter
To compare were the older famous mark "AUGSBURGER PUPPENKISTE" for marionette theater and the younger sign "LEIPZIGER
PUPPENKISTE" for wooden toys.

FEATURE

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)
Similarity of goods
Distinctiveness of the elder sign
Likelihood of confusion

INTENSITY

Poor

30

Average

50

High

80

Average

160
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Non-Figurative signs
EVIAN vs. REVIAN

BGH I ZR 90/01 (28.08.2003)
Subject matter
To compare were the 100 years existing word mark "EVIAN" for mineral water and the younger sign "REVIAN" for white wine.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

High

80

Similarity of goods

High

80

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Likelihood of confusion

High

240
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative/Non-Figurative signs
THE HOME DEPOT vs. HOME STORE

BGH I ZR 90/01 (28.08.2003)
Subject matter
To compare were the older word mark "THE HOME DEPOT" and the younger word mark "THE HOME STORE", which are registered for the
same good, inter alia construction aids.
The problem came up when Home Depot cancelled the existing license agreement with Bauhaus.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

High

80

Similarity of goods

Identical

100

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

Average

50

High

230

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

Likelihood of confusion
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Non-Figurative signs
PICASSO vs. PICARO

C 361/04 (12.01.2006)
Subject matter
To compare were the older word mark "PICASSO" for automobiles and the younger mark "PICARO" for automobile parts.
Important: Which goods are usually associated with "PICASSO"? (Keyword: neutralization)

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

Average

50

Similarity of goods

Average !

50

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

Average

50

Likelihood of confusion

Average

150
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Non-Figurative vs. 3D sign
GOLDBÄR vs. GOLDBÄR

BGH I ZR 105/14 (23.09.2015)
Subject matter
To compare were the word mark "Goldbär" by Haribo and the 3dimensional design of a gold bear (analogous to the golden bunnies) of
Lindt.
The similarity of signs between a word mark and a 3-dimensional mark is not excluded in principle, but can only arise in the similarity in
meaning content. The conceptual similarity arises when the word mark represents the obvious, casual, and exhaustive term of the 3-D
mark.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

High

80

Similarity of goods

High

80

Famous

100

High

260

Distinctiveness of the elder sign
Likelihood of confusion
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative/Non-Figurative signs
WOLFSKIN vs. WOLFGANG

OLG Hamburg 3 U 2349/05 (21.02.2007)
Subject matter
To compare were the older figurative/non-figurative sign Wolfskin, registered for clothing, and the younger character Wolfgang, which was
used for similar goods.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

High

80

Identical

100

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

Hoch

80

Likelihood of confusion

High

260

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)
Similarity of goods
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative/Non-Figurative signs
PUMA vs. PUDEL

BGH I ZR 59/13 (02.04.2015)
Subject matter
The owner of a famous mark may require the deletion of a younger sign even if there is little likelihood of confusion, but the similarity
between the signs of collision is so great that the targeted public can reasonably associate the attacked mark with the known mark.
The proprietor of a famous trademark, who is protected by the proprietary guarantee, needs not tolerate registering for a mark infringing
his trademark right for identical or similar goods, even if the mark alludes in a humorous manner to the well-known mark and as a
trademark parody within the scope of artistic freedom falls.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

High

80

Similarity of goods

High

80

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Likelihood of confusion

High

240
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative/Non-Figurative signs
BIOGOURMET vs. BIOGOURMET

BGH I ZB 56/14 (14.01.2016)
Subject matter
The two signs had been registered or filed for similar services.
However, in assessing similarity of goods, it is necessary to take regular account of whether the nature and purpose of the services, their
benefits to the recipient, and the circumstances in which they are provided (such as distribution channels) are similar. In the case of a
collision check of a trademark which is registered, it is not possible to deny the right of protection per se and in this way deny the
likelihood of confusion.
For the risk that an infringement takes place for the first time a trademark application is already sufficient.
FEATURE

INTENSITY

High

80

Identical

100

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

Poor

30

Likelihood of confusion

High

210

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)
Similarity of goods
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Relevance of figurative and non-figurative part of a sign
Example: Running cat

BGH I ZB 22/93 (29.06.1995)
Subject matter
To clarify was the question of whether the different parts of a sign, for example the figurative and the non-figurative part, individually
provides distinction to the impression of a brand. This was made clear by the decision "jumping cat":
Guidelines of the decision


In principle, it can be assumed that the recognition of a sign by the public tends to be based on the word component of a combined
sign, since this part is usually the simplest form for the consumer to designate the goods.



Nevertheless, the image part of a sign can also have meaning. For example, the graphic depiction of the jumping cat is, however, a
motif that is taken from nature and describes the behavior of a cat. However, in the case of sign components containing a descriptive
content, the relevance of this part and the scope of protection derived therefrom are both limited.



In the case law of the BGH it has repeatedly been stated that when encountering a sign that is based on a very general meaning, the
public usually does not see any reason to remember the meaning as an indication of business of origin.
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative/Non-figurative signs
PUMA vs. SABEL

EuGH C-251/95 (11.11.1997)
Subject matter
To compare were the older figurative mark of the jumping cat, the logo of Puma, and the younger word mark of the leaping cat of Sabél.
Both signs are registered for clothing.

FEATURE

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic) – triggered by word part!
Similarity of goods
Distinctiveness of the elder sign
Likelihood of confusion

INTENSITY

Poor

80

Identical

100

High

80

Average

160
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative signs
MARLBORO vs. CABINET

BGH I ZR 168/98 (05.04.2001)
Subject matter
To compare were the older figurative mark (no word mark!), which was registered by proof of market penetration for the Marlboro
packaging as well as a similar sign for cigarettes from Cabinet.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

Average

50

Similarity of goods

Identical

100

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Likelihood of confusion

High

230
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative signs
FERRARI Horse

BGH I ZR 172/01 (19.02.2004)
Subject matter
To compare were the older famous figurative mark of the rearing Ferrari horse, which is e.g. registered for sports cars as well as the
younger similar brand for game consoles.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

High

80

Similarity of goods

Poor

30

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Average

210

Likelihood of confusion
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative signs
LACOSTE vs. COCODRILLO

BGH I ZB 40/03 (22.09.2005)
Subject matter
To compare were the older famous figurative mark of the Lacoste crocodile, registered for clothing, and the younger word/figurative mark
Coccodrillo, used for similar goods.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)

Poor

30

Similarity of goods

High

80

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Average

190

Likelihood of confusion
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6. Likelihood of confusion

Figurative signs
JACK WOLFSKIN vs. TAZ

OLG Hamburg 5 U 64/01 (19.06.2002)
Subject matter
The well-known Berlin newspaper “taz” had their logo, a panther paw, designed in the 80s, but not protected.
Much later, Jack Wolfskin had filed a very similar sign and now went against the taz, which also sold with this logo merchandise that fell
under the claimed Wolfskin goods.

FEATURE

INTENSITY

High

80

Identical

100

Distinctiveness of the elder sign

High

80

Likelihood of confusion

High

260

Similarity of signs (graphic – phonetic - semantic)
Similarity of goods
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Famous last words

Without innovation

“ … bright ideas would never
come to light ! ”
Thomas Alva Edison
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